
Scrum planning has traditionally relied upon the intimacy of everyone being in 
the same physical room. Daily stand-ups, where team members exchange vital 
information about their activities and deliverables, rely heavily on audio and visual 
communication because, by design, they shouldn’t last more than ten minutes.

Today development teams are spread all over different countries and 
timezones. The greatest challenge for scrum masters and product owners is 
to have the same offline agile environment in the online world.

It’s now possible to reproduce the formal and informal communication 
styles of agile teams online. Your team can have productive  
scrums wherever you are with Webex.

Love this?

Get connected
Create a team with different 
spaces to reflect the structure of 
your engineering organization. 
Give teams and spaces purposeful, 
descriptive names. Create spaces 
for conversations with external 
partners and suppliers. Share 
links, post burn down charts, and 
upload velocity reports.   

How to create a team

How to share files

Daily stand up  
Schedule HD quality video scrum 
meetings, for a few minutes to 
start every day. Webex gives 
visual reminders that make 
people show up on time. For 
ad-hoc meetings with groups, 
you can call a space and get 
connected faster

How to meet on Webex 

Run your scrum  
Use screen sharing to display 
product backlog apps and status 
reports. Over video, you can 
gauge non-verbal reactions and 

engagement. Use the whiteboard 
to visually co-create solutions.

How to whiteboard

Keep posted 
Use messaging to get answers 
in real-time from subject matter 
experts. @Mention the person 
you need. Use spaces as an open 
discussion forum and a place to 
announce deployment progress, 
collaborate with product owners, 
and run operations. 

How to create a message

Integrate apps 
Create some RESTful integrations 
to DevOps apps to notify 
everyone of code drops, 
releases, and test results.  Add 
the integration to a space and 
invite people who need to know.   

How to integrate apps with
Webex

  Access your scrum  
in your pocket.

  Foster high-performing 
agile teams.

  Reach experts when  
you need them.

Hey engineering!  
Hold scrums on the run

Have the agile,  
quick sync-ups 

that keep your team 
moving forward.
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